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Abstract: The paper discusses the spatial dispersion of competitiveness support to the Slovak entrepreneurs via Operational Programme Competitiveness and Economic Growth in programming period 2007 – 2013 with relation to allocation granted to growth pole municipalities and small and medium enterprises. The analysis of implemented projects in reference period 2007 – April 2013 shows marked support for small and medium enterprises in terms of total allocation of European Union support. Spatially the programme is consistent with the intent to direct the European Union support to the growth poles rather than other municipalities with notable differences in thematic focus of the projects in innovation and cohesion growth poles despite no explicit preference of growth poles in programme manual or calls for proposals.
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Introduction

The issue of spatial distribution of the structural funds allocation is as of yet a topic that is widely observed mostly on the level of NUTS II respectively NUTS III regions. This closely corresponds with the viewpoint of the European Union as a whole which delimitates the Convergence regions at NUTS II level in order to provide financial resources to support sometime doubted convergence of the EU regions [12]. [13] states that the lack of focus on lower administrative levels is rather curious taking into consideration the importance of the external financial resources such as structural funds aid that are dedicated to limiting the regional disparities. With this notice in mind this paper deals with the spatial allocation of the Operational Programme Competitiveness and Economic Growth at the level of LAU 2 - Slovak municipalities.

As previously mentioned the European Union considers the eligibility for financial aid within the means of structural funds according to the GDP per capital in PPS at the NUTS II level. Considering the size of several Member States and the subsidiarity principle it is quite understandable that a Member State would developed a more detailed demarcation of intervention regions within its boundaries. The demarcation of the intervention regions varies widely even in geographically near Member States with relatively similar history economically speaking. Poland for example does not have a clear strategy of defining intervention regions at lower administrative level which has already been criticized and so the intervention regions are more or less identical with European Union demarcation of the economically weak Convergence regions. The Czech Republic as a Member State that is rather close to the Slovakia geographically and share substantial part of history including the previous policies of their shared state that were aimed to greatly reduce regional disparities with little thought to wider economic and social consequences [1]. The Czech
Republic has a national demarcation of so called regions with focused state aid delimited at the LAU 1 and LAU 2 levels although [8] find no significant proof they are indeed preferred in terms of receiving European Union support. These intervention regions as in Poland represent economically weak areas of the Member State and significantly differ from Slovakia.

The approach of Slovakia as described in National Strategic Reference Framework is quite different from the above mentioned. Slovak government has delimited intervention regions at the national level in the form of growth poles. The approach stems from the growth poles theory as presented by Francois Perroux although he personally intended it not for geographic but rather for economic space [14]. Growth pole theory within the frame of regional policy intervention suggests that limiting the investments into several chosen locations will result in increased economic activity in surrounding region [19].

The demarcation of Slovak growth poles which are officially approved to gain most from the structural funds allocation was made with very strong relation to the Slovak settlement system. The growth pole cities had to fulfil condition of being the seat of selected higher administrative structures, the growth pole municipalities were determined according to the number of inhabitants, seats of lower administrative structures and educational facilities [11]. Curiously enough no significance was given to the economic or wider sociologic characteristics relaying mostly on settlement structure as described in 2001 Concept of Spatial Development of Slovakia. The European Commission has already expressed the concept of growth poles should be more efficient in 2014-2020 programming period [5].

Nevertheless Slovak concept declares higher priority of supporting the growth poles that are divided into cohesion and innovation growth poles [20].

This intention is set at the national level of Strategic reference framework and pertains to all structural funds financed operational programmes in the Slovak Republic. The Operational Programme Competitiveness and Economic Growth was chosen due to its nature as the operational program most focused on support of the entrepreneur. The in depth analysis will allow achieve more than verification of objective with regards to spatial distribution of structural funds allocation. The secondary objective is to verify declared support of the small and medium enterprises (SMEs).

As the SMEs account for more than 98 % of European Union enterprises and according to estimate employ 67 % of European labour force [3] and are widely regarded as indispensable for economic growth they also face some difficulties especially with regard to accessing financial resources to support various endeavours in research and development [17], [22], human resources or promotion area [21], [25]. The studies of government or Union support oriented at SMEs have been undertaken in many countries, e.g. Polish study by [10], United Kingdom study by [27], Italian studies by [18], [28] or the regional level study from the Czech Republic by [26]. The legal concept of state aid to SMEs was discussed by [9]. The studies show various results and the recommendations mostly focus on reduced bureaucracy and simplifying of necessary procedures which is already reflected by the European Commission [2], [4].

1 Statement of a problem

The European Union support of enterprise competitiveness in the Slovakia is implemented mainly through the cohesion policy instruments, namely the Operational
Programme Competitiveness and Economic Growth which is the object of research described in this paper.

The main aim of this paper is to verify whether the declared intention of supporting SMEs and targeting the growth pole municipalities was so far achieved in the programming period 2007-2013 within the Operational Programme Competitiveness and Economic Growth while attempting to differences between the nature of projects located in innovation and cohesion growth poles. Secondary intention is to evaluate the support given to the SMEs as opposite to large companies with reference to proclaimed support of the SMEs at the Union level and Slovak national level as declared in the programming document of The Operational Programme Competitiveness and Economic Growth which aims at improving the SME's access to finance, single market of the European Union, the very establishment of SMEs, their technology capacity, or human resources and networking [15].

2 Methods

The Central coordination Body of the Slovakia regularly publishes the list of beneficiaries of all operational programmes coordinated by the bodies in the republic. The list as of 30th April 2013 provided the very basis of the researched projects' matrix. The list includes information about beneficiary (name and identification number), project (part of title, date of start and ending of the project, unique code of project) and the budget (planned Union contribution, national budget resources and private contribution).

The information, however, was insufficient for the purpose of the analysis therefore it had to be completed by further information about the beneficiary gained from the Statistical registry of organizations maintained by the Statistic Office of the Slovak Republic. The registry supplied information about SK-NACE category, number of employees, institutional sector and seat of the beneficiary.

As for the projects the unique code, an ITMS code, enabled when decomposed to identify the specific priority axis and measure within whose frame the project was implemented. Still the information related to project were insufficient especially because it lacked the actual location of the project implementation. This information was obtained from Central Register of Contracts maintained by the Government Office of the Slovak Republic. The Central Register of Contracts contains information about public contracts concluded from 2011 onwards including later amendments. The layout of the contract concerning the provision of a non-repayable financial contribution is unified and includes the information about the place of implementation of the projects which provided necessary data on location. The contracts that were concluded before 1st January 2011 were often amended. These later amendments included the same information about location. As for any other projects the information about location was derived from the same type of contract published on Central Register of Projects maintained also by the Government Office of the Slovak Republic.

The enlarged matrix of projects and their attributes was then completed by adding reclassified data pertaining to growth poles and number of inhabitants of impacted municipalities. The matrix was comprised of 1021 projects and 74 more technical assistance projects which were excluded from further evaluation as they represent amount of allocation dedicated to daily programme maintenance.
### Tab. 1: Attributes of researched projects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Possible values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NACE category</td>
<td>SK-NACE divisions 01-99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Number of employees reclassification           | Microenterprise  
Small enterprise  
Medium enterprise  
Large enterprise |
| Institutional sector of beneficiary            | Local or central government  
Private sector                                                                     |
| Seat of beneficiary/ Site of implementation    | Municipality – District – Self-Governing Region                                   |
| Priority axis                                  | Innovations and Growth of Competitiveness  
Energy Sector  
Tourism  
Technical Assistance |
| Measure                                        | 1.1 Innovation and technology transfers  
1.2 Support of common services for entrepreneurs  
1.3 Support of innovation activities in enterprises  
2.1 Increasing energy efficiency both on the side of generation and consumption and introducing advanced technologies in the energy sector  
2.2 Establishment and modernisation of public lightening for towns and municipalities and consultancy providing in the field of energy sector  
3.1 Support of business activities in tourism  
3.2 Development of information tourism services, presentation of regions and of Slovakia  
4.1 Technical Assistance |
| Implementation area                            | Municipality – District – Region                                                 |
| Growth pole identification of impacted municipality | Innovation growth pole  
Cohesion growth pole  
Not a growth pole |
| Number of inhabitants of impacted municipality | Average number of inhabitants in years 2007 - 2012                                |

Source: Authors
3 Problem solving and discussion

The Operational Programme Competitiveness and Economic Growth states its aim is to ensure the sustainable economic growth and employment through priority axes and measures introduced in table 1. As of April 2013 there have been 32 calls for proposals issued by the managing and intermediate bodies. These covered all priority axes with the exception of Technical Assistance which is not the subject of this research. All the calls for proposals were spatially oriented at the Convergence regions of Slovakia that is all the regions with the exception of the Bratislava Self-Governing Region where the capital of the country is located. This limitation was most often used for the location of project implementation although in projects oriented at supporting the companies in attending various fairs, meeting and exhibitions the location of company seat was also restricted to Convergence regions only. The support of the SMEs is quite pronounced as half of the proposals have been restricted to the SMEs only and one more preferred the SMEs in selection criteria giving additional point for being micro, small or medium enterprise. Given than 4 more calls for proposals were directed at regions and municipalities only, there were only 11 calls for proposals that did not specifically take into account whether the beneficiary is a SME or not.

The preference for SMEs is quite pronounced while the preference for cohesion and growth poles is not specifically mentioned in the calls for proposals documentation and neither it is overly emphasized in programme manual. With the exception of measure 3.2 Development of information tourism services, presentation of regions and of Slovakia all the measures are to be implemented in all types of municipalities within the area of Convergence regions.

The total allocation of the evaluated projects that have been implemented from 2007 to April 2013 amounted to 644,5 mil. € from the European Union resources, 106,4 mil. € from the Slovak national budget and 600,5 mil. € of co-funding resources procured by the beneficiaries. The ratio of Union to other resources was visibly favourable in the local and central government institutions projects in comparison to the beneficiaries from the private sector. Every Euro of the private sector contribution was complemented by 0,83 € from Union resources and 0,14 € from Slovak government resources.

The distribution of the intended total Union resources allocation of 968,3 mil. € among the measures is indicated in fig. 1 on the left side, the right side depicts the dispersion of those resources as it was in the evaluated projects (644,5 mil. €). The greatest disproportion can be seen in Measure 1.1. Innovation and technology transfers which is the largest intended one and so far disproportionately small, other measures are so far implemented proportionally to the intended allocations.
A closer look at the beneficiaries of The Operational Programme Competitiveness and Economic Growth reveals that the programme is predominantly focused on private sector subjects rather than public sector at least in terms of total amount of financial aid they gained so far – 491,3 mil. € of allocation to private sector to 153,2 mil. € to public, though in terms of sheer number of the projects (693 project approved in private sector to 328 in public sector) the disproportion is not as large. While looked at by the pure mathematical average the public sector beneficiaries' projects are generally smaller these institutions implement several nationwide projects of substantial allocation oriented mainly at accessibility of finance for SMEs and locally oriented projects preparing the business infrastructure. These projects and their outputs will be further used to the benefit of private entrepreneurs. Only the measure 2.2 Establishment and modernisation of public lightening for towns and municipalities and consultancy providing in the field of energy sector is significantly focused on public sector with smaller immediate benefits to the entrepreneurs.

The proclaimed support the SMEs is greatly evinced in the decomposition of the European Union resources allocation among the size categories of beneficiaries from the private sector (see table 2). The SMEs account for approximately 94 % of all private sector implemented project and 91 % of Union resources allocation. The resources complementing private investments differ only slightly among the size categories, however, the largest perceivable difference lies with the large companies that receive slightly lesser amount of Union support per invested €.
As for the SK-NACE identification of the beneficiaries the most prominent one is the Public administration and defence; compulsory social security (84) with 21 % of European Union allocation which associates all the public sector bodies and institutions. The private sector does not have such an outstanding category. The allocation is distributed through greater number of SK-NACE divisions however there are some more remarkable ones such as Wholesale trade, except of motor vehicles and motorcycles (46) with 9,3 %, Activities of head offices; management consultancy activities (70) with 7,9 % or Electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning supply (35) with 5,5 %. From a broader point of view 39 % of the allocation is aimed at the secondary sector and 61 % on the tertiary sector.

The overall spatial distribution of the Union resources per one inhabitant at the level of Slovakian municipalities is depicted in fig. 2 according to the location of implementation of the projects. The picture clearly shows that municipalities that are either cohesion or innovation growth pole are quite numerous. Also they represent the main territory of project implementation belongs indeed among the municipalities designated as growth poles. Only 13,5 % of Union resources are directed into non-growth pole municipalities whereas the remaining allocation is directed into the growth poles with distinct preference for innovation growth poles (46,7 % of Union resources sum). The absolutely largest amount of European subsidy per inhabitant are recorded in small municipalities (100 – 200 inhabitants) in Central Slovakia and are connected to the development of tourism infrastructure most prominently in mountain resorts of the Tatra Mountains. Other than that highest per inhabitant allocation can be found in relatively small municipalities that are seats to companies implementing projects concerning energetic efficiency.

While the allocations directed to large cities are in total larger than in smaller municipalities and so is the number of projects which do tend to concentrate in larger municipalities the per inhabitant calculation visibly favours smaller settlements that are either attractive from the point of view of tourism or are the location of a strong successful beneficiary.

### Tab. 2: Characteristics of projects implemented by the private sector subjects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company size</th>
<th>Number of projects</th>
<th>Share of total EU resources allocation</th>
<th>Average EU resources per 1 € of private co-funding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Microenterprise</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>43,5 %</td>
<td>0,75 €</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small enterprise</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>25,4 %</td>
<td>0,70 €</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium enterprise</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>21,9 %</td>
<td>0,76 €</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large enterprise</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>6,0 %</td>
<td>0,65 €</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown size</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>3,2 %</td>
<td>0,77 €</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors’ calculations based on [6], [7]
Fig. 2: Allocation of European Union resources per inhabitant in municipalities of Slovakia

Source: Authors
The matter of difference between three types of municipalities – cohesion growth poles, innovation growth poles and non-growth poles is described in table 3 from the point of view of project types. It confirms the assumption that the general support for entrepreneurs is most pronounced in the innovation growth poles which are in fact the largest municipalities and as such are understandably also centres of economic activities. The support for municipalities concentrated in public lighting projects follows the opposite trend as the non-growth pole municipalities are more often smaller and have not yet implemented public street lighting and energy efficiency measures. The support for tourism entrepreneurs also reflects rather peripheral position of cohesion growth poles and non-growth poles as areas more suitable for development of tourism activities.

**Tab. 3: Distribution of European Union resources among project types and municipality types**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Municipality type</th>
<th>Innovations, technology and services for entrepreneurs</th>
<th>Energetic efficiency in manufacturing</th>
<th>Public street lighting and public energy efficiency</th>
<th>Support of entrepreneurs in tourism</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Innovation growth pole</td>
<td>68%</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohesion growth pole</td>
<td>47%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not a growth pole</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors’ calculations based on [6], [7]

**Conclusion**

The implementation of The Operational Programme Competitiveness and Economic Growth complies with the overall intent declared in the National Strategic Reference Framework of the Slovak Republic for current programming period in terms of spatial distribution of the European allocation. While neither the operational program nor the program manual documents explicitly state the allocation is to be directed solely to the growth poles delimited by the Slovak government, the majority of Union allocation indeed targets these municipalities while the implementation outside the growth poles is rather infrequent in its occurrence.

The projection of the analysis results into map shows several peaks in municipality support which can be most often connected to building tourism infrastructure in mountainous region of central Slovakia. The question of character of supported projects in cohesion growth poles, innovation growth poles and non-growth pole municipalities posed at the beginning of the paper is sufficiently covered by the analysis of thematic focus of the projects and confirm there are indeed differences not only in amount of support but rather in the nature of implemented projects. In consistence with the character of delimitation of the growth poles the innovation poles show marked preference for private sector implemented project with focus on direct entrepreneurship support, the cohesion growth poles exhibit propensity to stronger support of tourism entrepreneurship as do the non-growth pole municipalities which are overall characteristic by the most prominent involvement of public sector beneficiaries.
Generally the results of the analysis show success in both declared intentions – to support SMEs and spatially direct the resources to the growth poles consistently with the long-term development strategy of Slovak government.
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